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Nicke_AGM:
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Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CEO_Leurr:
*co* est time until full impulse can be reached 34mins other systems still under repair.

CO_Ber:
::at the chair. looking at the viewer::

CTO_Ktarn:
::at back up tac::

OPS_Brad:
::at ops::  *CEO*  Ms. Leurr, I am preparing to take all nonessential systems completely offline..  are you ready down there?

TAC_Ross:
::atempting to restore shields::

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* use everyman available, we need something better than thrusters.

CSO_Grant:
::makes ajustments to scanners, reduces power to all but channel to surviving probe::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir I recomand that we start clear unneed decks

CEO_Leurr:
*co* aye.  I have all DCT oncall

EnsAbrams:
::standing at Science two helming the ship::

CO_Ber:
SCO: are you getting any reading from the probe?

CEO_Leurr:
::: going over helium fusion generator reports on the plasma generation

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain..  if you start cleared decks that will allow me to shut down life support on several decks, which would decrease power dramtically..  Perhaps we could use the shuttle bays to let them move to?

CSO_Grant:
CO: we are still gettting data from 2nd probe, sir

CO_Ber:
SCO: anything we can use to dissipate it or move it?

CEO_Leurr:
*co* My crew informs me that helm control will be back and running in 10 mins

CO_Ber:
OPS: can you feel anything out there. I don't seem to be able to......

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* ack..........

CSO_Grant:
CO: still examing data, sir

EnsAbrams:
*Engineering*: my screens are lagging here, do we have full impulse yet?

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Unable to confirm captain..  I seem to be getting the faintest of readings..  but I am unable to elaborate..

CEO_Leurr:
*abrams* no........

OPS_Brad:
::shuts down non essential systems::

CO_Ber:
OPS: the less that thing can take from us the better.....use your judgement and lower allpower levels that are unnessesary

CEO_Leurr:
*co* sir im getting reports saying non-essential systems going down? is there another problem in which I need to know?

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*,CO:  All non essential systems are now offline...

CO_Ber:
OPS: yes, me too......nothing coalesent.....

EnsAbrams:
*engineering*: do you have an estimate on repair time?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: some systems are beginning to come back ..but not complely

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* we are takeing all non essential systems down...

CEO_Leurr:
*abrams* not now im busy... ive told the captain.  ask him its hectic down here......

CEO_Leurr:
*co* aye

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Mr. Ktarn, please clear approximately 5 decks of civilians so I can shut down life support..  inform me of which decks you choose and where you send the people, so I can make sure that area remains powered..

TAC_Ross:
K'tarn: sir, I'm getting limited shield readings. 6% no more.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, 5 decks should be sufficient, if completely cleared and shut down..  I just asked Mr. Ktarn to clear them for me

CO_Ber:
FCO: What is An 341 course?

CEO_Leurr:
: franitically monitoring the helium fusion::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: take some men and clear decks 5 through 10.

CO_Ber:
OPS: very well,

EnsAbrams:
::blinks at comm from Leurr::Geez, I know I'm an Ensign, but...::whispers::

TAC_Ross:
K'Tarn: aye sir.

EnsAbrams:
CO: Still on it's previous heading, Sir.

CEO_Leurr:
:::: coordinating DCT:::::;

TAC_Ross:
::motions to two officers and heads for the TL::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: Let OPS know as each deck is cleared

CO_Ber:
FCO: well follow it the best you can......let me know if it changes course.......

OPS_Brad:
SCI:  Mr. Grant..  any ideas as to where our crystals have gone?

TAC_Ross:
::Looks back:: K'tarn: aye sir.

CSO_Grant:
:: adjusts scans from probe to look for signals from lost crystals::

CEO_Leurr:
*co* 18mins until full impulse is possible.... ::: leurr says outta breath:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: I still only have 1/4 impulse, but I'll try.

TAC_Ross:
::enters TL:: *TL*: deck 5

CSO_Grant:
OPS: I am using the probe to search for them inside the anomaly

CO_Ber:
FCO: keep the distance at 1 million  klics.......just follow it for now. we're in no shape to do much of anything else.

CEO_Leurr:
::: hears a small explosion::::

CEO_Leurr:
:: checkin expolosion on the computer reports:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: aye..::sighs::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a small explosion in engineering sets off alarms

OPS_Brad:
::reads explosion in engineering::

TAC_Ross:
::exits TL:: Acompanying officer: you two head down that coridor ::points left:: and clear all the quarters of people, have them head to decks three and four.

CO_Ber:
::what the hel;;;;;;;;;::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Leurr, I'm reading an explosion in main engineering...  can you confirm?

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* attention we have a power relay offline.  Power relays down

TAC_Ross:
<Officer>:Aye ::heads off::

CO_Ber:
OPS: status?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly seems to have halted its growth but continues on the same course deviating only slightly

CTO_Ktarn:
*Ross*: report to Engineering ASAP!!!!!

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, all non essential systems powered down..  security is clearing decks 5-10, which i will shut down completely..

TAC_Ross:
*OPS*: I am in the process of clearing deck five.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I just registered an explosion in main engineering...

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* power system for those SSH went offline. fried the setup...... its out

TAC_Ross:
*K'tarn*: Aye sir.

CO_Ber:
CSO: Can you extrapilate where this thing came from and where it's heading and if it has changed course at anytime?

CSO_Grant:
CO: the anomaly is wobbling, sir

TAC_Ross:
::enters TL.:: Engeneering.

EnsAbrams:
CO: helm has no change in status.  Wait, ::pauses::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* did not effect plasma generation... were still on course..... 9 mins

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Mr. Ktarn, your SSH system just fried itself somehow according to Mr. Leurr

CO_Ber:
::looks at Abrams::

TAC_Ross:
::enters Engeneering:: Ceo: K'tarn had me head down here, you needed something?

CSO_Grant:
CO: I will try sir

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Acknowledged..

EnsAbrams:
CO: the anamoly has shifted slightly.  At this distance it's hard to tell.

CTO_Ktarn:
OPS: I took it offline you where using the power for the ship

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Thats what i thought..  but it would be illogical to assume our CEO is lying..

CSO_Grant:
::tries to use regression subroutines  from computer to compute past and future course::

CO_Ber:
FCO: just keep it on your scanner. I don't want to catch up to it just yet......

CEO_Leurr:
ross: yes.  I need you to begin checking sensor readings ...im shorthanded down here

TAC_Ross:
CEO: all right.

EnsAbrams:
CO: It's still on its general course, but it has moved about one degree to starboard.

OPS_Brad:
::opens his mind briefly for a telepathic scan of the anomoly::

CSO_Grant:
:: reads initial results from regression::

CEO_Leurr:
Ross: begin running checks on the power copulings to the impulse dirves..... were about to bring them backonline

TAC_Ross:
::heads over to controle panel, and begins scans for a cause of the explosion::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Brad is hit with a massive headache!

CSO_Grant:
:: reads past course as being possibly from Romulan space:

CO_Ber:
CTO: what is our weapon and shield status?

OPS_Brad:
::falls out of his chair groaning::

CEO_Leurr:
ross: dont worry about that damned relay..... check the impulse engines.... i want to make sure they are ready.... in 4 mins im bringing them back online

CO_Ber:
::turns and looks at Mitchell::

TAC_Ross:
CEO: uh, aye sir. ::stops scans and starts runing power cupeling checks::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir all system are operation under maunal control and are offline.  Shields are on standby

OPS_Brad:
::gets back to his feet..  very slowly...

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* I shoudl be bringing full impulse capabilities in 3 mins

CTO_Ktarn:
Computer:Active EMH Bridge

CSO_Grant:
CO: initial results indicate that anomaly arrived here from Romulan space, sir

CO_Ber:
*MED * mde emergency on the bridge......

TAC_Ross:
CEO: sir, they check out.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: his headache subsides as soon as he stops trying to read it

EnsAbrams:
::wanting to help Mitchel, but with injured hands, doesn't know how::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell:: are you ok, whats wrong.::walks upcauseway::

CEO_Leurr:
ross: excellent. begin checking the ventilation system make sure its ok

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I would strongly advise against telepathic probing of that anomoly..  if it could blast through the combined mental blocks of vulcans and betazoids, imagine what it could do to someone else...


CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>All:Please state the nature of the medical Emergnecy

TAC_Ross:
CEO: aye sir. ::begins ventelation systems check::

CO_Ber:
::sits Brad in chair:: What do you mean......?

OPS_Brad:
EMH:  There is no longer a medical emergency..  *Computer*  End EMH program

OPS_Brad:
::sits back in his chair::

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>all:then why was ...;;;deactivates:::

TAC_Ross:
CEO: sir, a slight discrepency in the redistribution systems, but nothing serious.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I tried probing the anomoly once again..  as soon as I did, I got hit with a massive concentrated blast of raw pain..  which was translated in a masive headache by my brain..

CSO_Grant:
::works on possible course of AN341 beyond SB245::

CEO_Leurr:
ross: a slight??!?! :: moves over to check:::::

CO_Ber:
::hmm::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  it completely passed through all of my mental shielding..  which is quite extensive, as you can imagine..

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Sir maybe we should launch a shuttle to furhter investage the anmorly

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly is still on course to SB245

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins a manual check of the ventilation system and fixes the glitch

CEO_Leurr:
*,co, ops, fco*  Im putting hte impulse engines back to full capacity....  Im giving full Impulse a green light

TAC_Ross:
CEO: like I said, slight.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  In any case Captain..  I must advise against any further telepathic probing at this time..

CO_Ber:
CSO: can you determine the range of that anomaly's power. how close can we get and not be affected?

EnsAbrams:
::acknowledges engineering::

CEO_Leurr:
::: placing plasma into impulse srive system:::::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops, fco* impulse engines online.

CSO_Grant:
CO: the future course of anomaly is still SB245

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up trace readings of the crystals

CO_Ber:
OPS: are you capable of resuming your station?

TAC_Ross:
CEO: sir, if you dont need me, I'm going to finish my scans for the cause of the damage.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Certainly Captain..

CEO_Leurr:
ross: i suggest that you begin checking the sensors from here the evaced decks to make sure no people are on those decks

CSO_Grant:
CO: the range of anomaly ' s power is about 5 AU

EnsAbrams:
CO: Impulse is back online, full power available.

CSO_Grant:
CO: the probe has picked up traces of the missing crystals, sir

OPS_Brad:
*Ross*  Mr. Ross..  have you cleared those decks soI can shut them down?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly changes course slightly toward the crystals...

TAC_Ross:
CEO: aye sir. ::begins life signs scans:: Ceo, Ops: noone present on the reported decks sir's.

CO_Ber:
FCO: get within 5AU's. lets have a closer look.....catch up to it....distance 5 au's

OPS_Brad:
*Ross*  Acknowledged..  shuting down power to those areas..

TAC_Ross:
Ops: the decks are clear.

CTO_Ktarn:
*ross*: have you found out what caused the explosion?

TAC_Ross:
Cto: no sir, I havnt had the time.

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Mr. Ktarn..  I suggest you post guards at the entrances to those decks, as they will be without life support in 2 minutes..

EnsAbrams:
CO: Aye.  Anamoly is changing course.  Compensating.

CO_Ber:
CTO: not yet.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, shutting down power to decks 5-10 now..

EnsAbrams:
::pushes the throttle button::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* my DCT tells me that helm is tapped in and at full readiness. repeat helm console fixed

CSO_Grant:
CO: apparrently the crystals are not in anomaly but the anomaly is attracted to them, sir

CTO_Ktarn:
::glares at mitchell::OPS: that was done as the decks where cleared

TAC_Ross:
CEO:If you dont need me, I am going to begin the scans for the cause of that explosion.

CO_Ber:
CSO: relay coordinates to Helm. lets get them...

OPS_Brad:
::shuts down power to decks 5-10::

CEO_Leurr:
ross: if you do , please not here. do it elsewhere ... this is a beehive......

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, decks 5-10 have been completely powered down..  Power to our essential systems has been reduced to the minimum operating requirements..

EnsAbrams:
::notices the helm console come back to life and quickly moves toward the chair::

CSO_Grant:
CO: it may be possible to lure away anomaly from our crystals using a shuttle

CTO_Ktarn:
::manges to restore semi-normal control of tac systems::

CO_Ber:
OPS: acknowledged......

TAC_Ross:
Ceo: aye. ::glad to be out of engeneerring:: Grabs tricorder and head for the damaged section::

CEO_Leurr:
Ross: ill tell you.. it looks like it was overloaded somehow.... dont know how... but the relay was overloaded... its considers non-essential.... were not working on it until i get word from OPS or CO

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly and the Delphyne seem to be in a race to reach the crystals

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I concur with Mr. Grant..  although we might not need to risk a shuttle..

TAC_Ross:
::turns back:: Ceo: thank you for the info. ::this is interesting::

CO_Ber:
CSO: well then put them in a torpedo and fire it away from SB245 and our crystals and lets see what happens. coordinate with  the CTO

CEO_Leurr:
::: notices a power conduit building up again::::::

CSO_Grant:
:: tries to find best estimate of crystals location, sends crude coordinates to FCO::

EnsAbrams:
::falls heavily into the little chair realizeing just how tired I was::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  We could, in theory, use a modified continous phaser blast, or a torpedo spread..

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Anything with a massive burst of power should attract the anomoly..

EnsAbrams:
CSO: coordinates coming in now.

TAC_Ross:
*K'tarn*: sir, the Ceo says that the explosion was caused in part from an overload, wht do you tink?

EnsAbrams:
CO: adjusting course.

CTO_Ktarn:
*ross*: find out for sure and find if it some one caused that explostion

CO_Ber:
OPS: exactly, put what crystal particles we have in a quantum torpedo and fire it away from SB245 and our main crystals and lets see if it takes the bait

CEO_Leurr:
*ktarn, ross* im reading more power buildup where that relay exploded earlier. im sealing it off. have your sec teams make sure its clear before anothe explosion occurs

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye sir..

OPS_Brad:
TAC:  Mr Ktarn, since I don

OPS_Brad:
t have access to the torpedo bay, can you instruct someone to make the modifications your about to recieve?

TAC_Ross:
CEO: acknowlaged. ::starts runnign for the power surge, trying to get there before it explodes.::

EnsAbrams:
Grant:  I had an idea.  Would you say that the anamoly is attracted more to dilithium or anti matter?

OPS_Brad:
::sends torpedo modifications to tactical::

CSO_Grant:
::configures a package for torpodoe that appears like fake dilithium crystals::

CTO_Ktarn:
::gets his weapons crew working on the torpedo::

CSO_Grant:
CO: package for topodoe is ready

TAC_Ross:
*Securiy team one, meet me on deck 8, you know where the power surges are.

CO_Ber:
CTO: fire when ready

CEO_Leurr:
*ross, ktarn* its gonna blow anytime now. reading indicate a blocked coupling.  its gonna be big. im sealing off the decks now if yore there get out

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Grant:
CTO: package to lure anomaly ready please allocate torpodoe

CO_Ber:
FCO: if the anomaly moves towards it. best speed towards our crystals.

TAC_Ross:
::stop where he is, not wnating to die just yet::

OPS_Brad:
::reading massive power buildup in a power conduit::

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires::

CO_Ber:
OPS: when we get within range, tansport the crystals back to engineering

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: sir torpedo away

CSO_Grant:
FCO: dilithium crystals

TAC_Ross:
All: evacuate deck 8, now.

EnsAbrams:
::watching the readouts closely::CO: Aye.

CEO_Leurr:
*sec* im sealing off that section now.  i cannot wait anylonger......

CTO_Ktarn:
*ross*: get out of there ASAP

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye sir..

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the plan woks and the anomoly moves toward the exploding torpedos...........

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Ms. Leurr, if we can get within range, I'm beaming the crystals directly back to theur place..

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins sealing off that section::::::

TAC_Ross:
::runs in oposit direction::

EnsAbrams:
CO: adjusting course.

OPS_Brad:
Helm:  Get me closer..  we are just outside the maximum transporter range...

CO_Ber:
FCO: full impulse....engage

EnsAbrams:
Ops: can I get a little more power?  I can push the envelope here.

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* i cannot allow that.... beam them into containment.... I WILL NOT ALLOW THE DIRECTLY INTO MY REACTION CHAMBER W/o CHECKING THEM FIRST

CO_Ber:
OPS: as soon as you have a lock.....

CSO_Grant:
:: closely watches scanners ::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly grows once again.....but its course has been altered.......

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  No need to shout Ms. Leurr..  shouting is illogical..

EnsAbrams:
::pushes the throttle button all the way to the floor::

TAC_Ross:
::gets to jefries tube, and starts climing to get to deck 9.

OPS_Brad:
::locks onto the crystals and initiates the transport into containment..  smack in the middle of main engineering::

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* YOU WANT TO TALK ILLOGICAL.... BEAMING CRYSTAL.S BACK INTO A REACTIO CHAMBER W/O READJUSTING THEM.............

CO_Ber:
FCO: what is our distance from the anomaly?

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  There are your crystals Ms. Leurr..  in containment, per your request..

CSO_Grant:
CO: the anomaly is growing again, I recommend we get crystals then move beyond 5AU immediately

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are within transporter range of the crystals.  Distance to the anamoly is 950,000KM.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The anomoly seems to be stopping....................

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins running checks on the crystals::::::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, we have our crystals back

TAC_Ross:
::skips deck nine and stays in jefries tube.:: ::at least theres life support in here::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: shall I raise shields?

EnsAbrams:
::mumbles::Warp drive would be nice.

CO_Ber:
~an341~~~~~~~~~hello~~~~~~~~~

CEO_Leurr:
:: runns a status check on that blocked power conduit:::::::

CSO_Grant:
:: reads odd result, the anomaly is rapidly deaccellerating::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the captain is hit with a massive headache that knocks himt o the floor

CO_Ber:
CTO: no, use no power it canlock onto. let just back off.

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins trying to shut down that conduit knowign that deck 8 will be totally shutdown:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
Computer:active EMH bridge

OPS_Brad:
::turns to the captain::

CO_Ber:
::::::::WWWWWWWWWHHHHHHHOOOAAAAAAA::::::::::::drops into chair:::::::::::::

CEO_Leurr:
*sec* i need you to make sure deck 8 is evaced

TAC_Ross:
to himself: now I wish I was on the bridge ::grumbles:: maybee I should have taken that job at daddys caffe.

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>All:Please state the nature of the medical emergnecy

CTO_Ktarn:
*Leurr*: deck 5 throught 10 are clear

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly once again begins to move

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain!  I would assume you felt the same thing I did..  stop probing and the headache will stop..

CO_Ber:
::eyes closed, in a trancelike meditational state........

CTO_Ktarn:
EMH: the captain needs help::

CEO_Leurr:
* ktarn* thanks im cutting that power conduit on that level. blocked conduits cause trouble

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>::Walks over to the captain and scans him::

CO_Ber:
::raises hand:: I'm ok......I'

CTO_Ktarn:
*Leurr*: no probelm

TAC_Ross:
uh oh... ::hears warning:: ::drops down three rungs at a time to try to out run the lockdown::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the captains headache subsides as the anomoly moves on

CSO_Grant:
CO: the anomaly has dramatically changed speed twice recently, I think it is reacting to our recovery of crystals

OPS_Brad:
::still looking at the stubborn CO::

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>::Frowns::CO: Sir you need to cut down on your caffine intact.

TAC_Ross:
::tries comm badge, but it was broken when he duck into the jefries tube::

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>::Access his logs::

CEO_Leurr:
*co* The crystals will be back in the reaction chamber in 1:30 hrs, whats left of our crystals need to be decontaminated and re-aligned

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>CO: And your way over due for a medical Check up

CO_Ber:
ALL: it is some type of lifeforce.....searching for food.......attacked whereever it goes......I'm giving it direction to system gamma 34, it will feed on the pulsar in that system in peace........

TAC_Ross:
::finds a comunications link:: *OPS*: Dont shut down the life support in jefries tube 2, I'm in here.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly seems to change course...

EnsAbrams:
::thinks::Yeah, but for how long?

CEO_Leurr:
*co* crystals were exposed to the anomoly's radiation and some of its gasseous discharges

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, perhaps we should combine our telepathic skills to help deal with the headaches..

CTO_Ktarn:
<Emh>::wonders if the captain is listening to him::

OPS_Brad:
*Ross*  Acknowledged..  but hustle up..

CO_Ber:
::opens eyes:: computer. disengage EMP program.

CSO_Grant:
CTO: do we have more torpodoes available ?

CO_Ber:
::stands up:: FCO: has it changed course?

TAC_Ross:
*OPS*: I'm hustleing, I'm hustleing. what decks have youshut down?

CEO_Leurr:
::: begins preping the crystals for reintroduction to the chamber:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
<EMH>CO: I want you in....:Deactivates:::

TAC_Ross:
::heads for deck eleven. what the heck?::

OPS_Brad:
*Ross* Decks 5-10 are without power..

EnsAbrams:
CO: yes, it has.  It's new heading is unclear.  It seems to be undecided, for lack of a better term.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:The anomoly has changed its course... Course projection of the anomly seems to bethe gamma system.....

CEO_Leurr:
::: noitces that the plasma fusion reactors are operating more efficiently.....::::::

TAC_Ross:
*OPS*: Okay. I'm heading for deck eleven. ::heads for deck eleven::

CO_Ber:
*CE* isinfect them and put them in the chamber when ready.

OPS_Brad:
*Ross*  Acknowledged...  inform me when you arrivw

OPS_Brad:
<<arrive>>

CEO_Leurr:
*co* aye ill report when warp can be obtained

EnsAbrams:
CO: it has made a definate change.  It is headed for the Gamma System.

CSO_Grant:
CO: the anomaly seems to be headed now for the pulsar,sir

TAC_Ross:
::hist the entrance to deck eleven, crawls out and runs to a comm link:: *OPS*: I'm here, you can shut down power now.

OPS_Brad:
*Ross*  Acknowledged..  ::shuts down remaining power on decks 5-10

CO_Ber:
::turns to Mitchell:: yes, quite a little headache....but I learned how to disipate it...

OPS_Brad:
CO:  It's not diffcult, once you learn how, you are correct..

CO_Ber:
OPS: signal sb245 with our progress.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The anomolys new course takes it away from SB245.....

OPS_Brad:
::sends a coded subspace message to sb245 with a progress report, as well as sensor logs on the anomoly..

CO_Ber:
*All Stations* send your reports to my ready room

CO_Ber:
::stands and walks into ready room::CTO: you have the bridge.

CEO_Leurr:
:: preping a brief for the captain::::::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, message sent...  I also included a copy of our sensor logs on the anomoly..

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Grant:
:: continues to study anomaly from probe ::

EnsAbrams:
::thinks::report?  I don't have much of a report.  What do I say?

CTO_Ktarn:
*Ross*: report to the bridge to man tac

CO_Ber:
OPS: thank you.....RR doors close, he sits on then lays on couch..........hands covering face......::

CSO_Grant:
::starts on summary of scientific results of encounter with anomaly::

TAC_Ross:
*CTO*: uh, yes sir. ::heads for TL:: Tl: bridge.

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices that deck 8's power system is fried:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the big chair::

CTO_Ktarn:
::Seats down::

EnsAbrams:
::thinks::Uh, I'll start with " I flew the ship..."

CEO_Leurr:
:::: walks over to the replicator and grabs a 2 liter bottle of Mountain Dew soda ... ice cold:::::::

TAC_Ross:
::arives at the bridge and takes his station at Tac::

CTO_Ktarn:
*CO*: Shall i set course for Starbase 245?

OPS_Brad:
CO:  ~~~ heading? ~~~

CO_Ber:
*CTO*: our orders are to report to SB191 for repiars. they have the parts there for Ms. Luerrs' engines

CTO_Ktarn:
*CO*: aye sir

TAC_Ross:
K'tarn: your orderes sir?

EnsAbrams:
::overhears the comm::Plots the course::

CTO_Ktarn:
Abrams:Set course for Starbase 191 best possible speed

CO_Ber:
::sits on couch, stands and walks over to the replicator.........tea.....lipton, hot and sweet

OPS_Brad:
CO:  ~~~  are you ok?  ~~~

EnsAbrams:
K'Tarn: Course plotted and laid in.  Engaging at full impulse, but it will take about a week to get there.

EnsAbrams:
::wonders when he can get some new skin::

CO_Ber:
OPS:~~~~yes, thnkyou~~~

CTO_Ktarn:
::Settles in for a long long ride::

CEO_Leurr:
::: sits back and chugs the Mountain Dew:::::::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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